Twist and Degrade – Impact of Molecular Structure on the Photostability of Non-Fullerene Acceptors and Their Photovoltaic Blends
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Non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) dominate organic photovoltaic (OPV) research due to their promising efficiencies and stabilities. However, there is very little investigation into the molecular processes of degradation, which is critical to guiding design of novel NFAs for long-
lived, commercially viable OPVs. Here we investigate the important role of molecular structure and conformation on NFA photostability in air by comparing structurally similar but conformationally different promising NFAs; planar O-IDTBR and non-planar O-IDFBR. We identify a three-phase degradation process: (i) initial photo-induced conformational change (i.e. torsion about the Core-BT dihedral), induced by non-covalent interactions with environmental molecules, (ii) followed by photo-oxidation and fragmentation, leading to chromophore bleaching and degradation product formation, and (iii) finally complete chromophore bleaching. Initial conformational change is a critical prerequisite for further degradation, providing fundamental understanding of the relative stability of IDTBR and IDFBR, where the already-twisted IDFBR is more prone to degradation. When blended with the donor polymer P3HT, both NFAs exhibit improved photostability whilst the photostability of the polymer itself is significantly reduced by the more miscible twisted NFA. Our findings elucidate the important role of NFA molecular structure on photostability of OPV systems, and provide vital insights into molecular design rules for intrinsically photostable NFAs.

1. Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have received large amounts of interest in research and commercial development due to their potential for low-cost, solution processable, flexible solar cells. Solution processed OPV devices are based on an organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) blend consisting of a conjugated donor polymer and a small molecule acceptor. Typically the small molecules used have been fullerene derivatives such as PC$_{60}$BM, PC$_{70}$BM and ICBA, achieving efficiencies of 11\%$^{[1,2]}$ and lifetimes exceeding several years.$^{[3]}$

However, progress in fullerene based devices have stalled due to several intrinsic limitations of fullerene based derivatives. An inability to tune the chemical structure inhibits morphological or energetic optimisation, to the effect that progress in the field has mostly been driven by the design and fine tuning of the donor polymers used within the blends.$^{[4]}$ Fullerenes
are also poor absorbers possessing a wide band gap which limits their contribution to light harvesting across the entire solar spectrum. Stability issues are also common, with light induced effects causing strong burn-in degradation,\cite{5,6} poor thermal stability\cite{7-9} and photo-oxidation\cite{10,11} reducing the viability of using fullerene-based acceptors in commercial modules. Efforts have been made to address these issues and improvements in stability have been achieved but morphological and light-induced degradation effects still remain. In the last few years NFAs have replaced fullerenes as the acceptor of choice and have already achieved high efficiencies > 13 %\cite{12,13} and burn-in free devices.\cite{14,15} Accompanied by reports of good compatibility with non-chlorinated solvents\cite{16} and low thickness dependent performance\cite{17} NFAs provide encouraging potential for commercial scale-up. However, the origin of these impressive stabilities is poorly understood, and there is still plenty of room for improvement, especially concerning their stability in air.

Due to the different classes of molecules used as NFAs it is difficult to apply broad design rules. For example, it is known that there is a need to balance an acceptors propensity to crystallise with its miscibility in the donor polymer, to achieve an optimal BHJ morphology. One approach, demonstrated by Hwang et al, is to disrupt the packing of NDI-based dimers by increasing the torsion angle between the two units, leading to an improved morphology and better device performance.\cite{18} Another approach to achieve an optimal morphology, taken by Holliday et al, is to increase the planarity and therefore crystallinity of rod-like A-D-A acceptors, which are otherwise too miscible with the polymer.\cite{19,20} These examples highlight the importance of NFA molecular structure and conformation on OPV device performance, but also emphasize the difficulty in defining universal design rules for these different classes of molecule.

More broadly the importance of molecular conformation on organic semiconductor properties is an increasingly important area of research. It has been shown that polymer backbone planarity can affect energy levels, BHJ morphology, energetic disorder and charge
transport. Attempts to control molecular conformation take two approaches, processing control or molecular structural design. Processing control involves controlling the active layer morphology, which in turn leads to molecular conformational rearrangement, e.g. increasing P3HT crystallinity and backbone planarity in a BHJ via annealing. Molecular structure design takes advantage of non-covalent intramolecular interactions which favour a certain conformation, for example, sulfur-fluorine interactions are known to increase conjugated backbone planarity of D-A copolymers, leading to higher crystallinity and charge carrier mobility. The use of these so-called “conformational locks” may provide excellent control over organic semiconductor properties and allow for a more facile approach to controlling molecular conformation than attempting to remove rotatable single bonds between units. More recently these techniques have been applied to NFAs to control morphology and energetics. For instance, both Wu and Liu introduce alkoxy side-chains to promote a more planar conjugated backbone, afforded by sulfur-oxygen interactions, leading to improved charge mobilities and device performance. Tang et al include hexyl-side chains that hinder rotation about the D-A dihedral, leading to a favoured conformation and weaker π-π stacking which in this instance improves compatibility with the donor polymer. Although many molecular design rules have been applied to synthesis new NFAs to control their structure and conformation, the photostability of these new materials has not been properly studied.

In this work we are concerned with the most successful class of NFAs, which are those based on linear A-D-A architectures such as IDTBR, ITIC and their derivatives. IDTBR is composed of an electron-rich indacenodithiophene (IDT) unit with n-octyl side chains, flanked by the electron withdrawing units: benzothiadiazole (BT) and 3-ethylrhodanine (Figure 1c). It has shown promising photo and morphological stability and high performance with the semi-crystalline homo-polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) achieving an power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 7 %. P3HT has often been used as a model system for studying organic solar cells and is still relevant for use in inexpensive
large-scale modules due to it being readily available and relatively lower cost compared to other higher efficiency state-of-the-art donor-acceptor polymers. The best performing P3HT /NFA device is realised when a third component, the acceptor IDFBR, is added in a ternary blend.\textsuperscript{[29]} IDFBR is analogous to IDTBR but with an indenofluorene (IDF) core replacing IDT (Figure 1d).

Due to the different core units the two acceptors adopt different molecular conformations as elucidated from single crystal structure determination and density functional theory simulations (Figure 1c and 1d) and reported in the literature.\textsuperscript{[20,29]} IDTBR shows a planar backbone whilst IDFBR, due to steric clash between adjacent ortho-hydrogen atoms on the IDF and BT units, adopts a more twisted conformation with a dihedral angle of 33°. In this study, we investigate in detail how this minor change in chemical structure can cause significant changes in photostability, and then how this affects BHJ blend stability. For this, we employ P3HT as a model system to investigate the interaction of donor and acceptor and how this effects photostability in air. By elucidating the molecular origin of photostability we provide guidance for the design of NFAs that avoid undesirable degradation pathways and create intrinsically stable photoactive BHJ layers which are resistant to the ingress of oxygen and moisture removing the need for encapsulation, which is often one of the more costly components of module fabrication.

In order to explore active layer degradation and stability we utilize complementary spectroscopic techniques supported by quantum chemical simulations and structural probes. We also employ \textit{in situ} Raman spectroscopy studies that enable us to track both vibrational and luminescence changes. This is important because in organic semiconductors, electronic excitations and molecular vibrations are strongly coupled due to distortion of the conjugated molecular backbone when in the excited or charged state. By measuring simultaneously the luminescence and vibrational transitions of the molecules, it is therefore possible to gain information about the conformation of molecules and the emission property of organic films.
In particular, under resonant excitation conditions (when the energy of the excitation photon matches the energy of a dipole-allowed electronic transition of the molecule), a strong enhancement in the Raman scattering intensity as well as photoluminescence occur. Resonant Raman spectroscopy is highly sensitive to the molecular structure and conformation of π-conjugated molecules\cite{35,36} and has been used previously to investigate the morphology\cite{34} and stability of several bulk heterojunction OPV blends.\cite{37-39}

We find that IDFBR is substantially less photostable than IDTBR in both nitrogen and air. By using \textit{in situ} resonant Raman spectroscopy we propose a three-phase degradation mechanism that explains this difference. The first step is a photo-induced conformational change, namely an increase in the dihedral angle between the core and BT units. This leads to the second step of degradation, likely fragmentation or photo-oxidation, before reaching the third phase in which the chromophore is bleached completely. IDFBR, due to its more twisted backbone is already prone to the second step of degradation, resulting in rapid photo-degradation in both nitrogen and air.

Upon blending with P3HT, the two acceptors form different morphologies as observed previously. IDFBR is found to be more miscible with the polymer, whilst IDTBR forms a fairly well phase-separated morphology with P3HT. The photostability of the blend is also investigated, with both NFAs being stabilised by blending. On the other hand, P3HT degradation is accelerated by blending with twisted IDFBR, but when blended with planar IDTBR the polymer retains a similar stability to the neat films. The degradation of P3HT is found to go via a chemical oxidation which produces signatures that are similar to doping. This study highlights the importance of molecular design on NFA stability, and we propose that planarity and rigidity should be taken into account when designing stable acceptors. We also show how NFAs impact on the polymer stability in the photoactive layer blend, and suggest possible mechanisms for this.
2. Results and Discussion

2.1 Neat film morphology

To enable discussions on photostability and BHJ blends of the materials, we firstly discuss the neat film morphology and effect of annealing of NFAs.

**Figure 1a** shows the absorption spectra of as-cast IDTBR and IDFBR films. Both acceptors show two prominent absorption peaks within the visible range. Apparent absorption below the onset is due to scattering, induced by rough thin films. The lower energy peak, arising from the HOMO→LUMO transition, is significantly red-shifted for IDTBR, which is due to its more electron rich core, raising the HOMO energy level, as well as a more planar molecular structure, as elucidated by DFT simulations (Figure 1b). This planar structure enables effective \( \pi \)-stacking in the solid state, resulting in a more crystalline morphology than IDFBR.\(^{[20,29]}\) For both molecules the HOMO is delocalised along the main conjugated backbone with most electron density sitting on the electron rich core, whilst the LUMO is partially localised to the BT unit (**Figure S1**). Due to the planarity of IDTBR, its HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions are more delocalised resulting in a large overlap between them, thereby enhancing oscillator strength of this transition. As opposed to IDTBR, the more twisted IDFBR (Figure 1c) has more localised HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions, resulting in stronger CT-like character, as seen by the broad, less vibronic structure and a more typical symmetrical camel-back absorption associated with CT-like transitions in D-A organic molecules.\(^{[38]}\)

**Figure 1d** shows the normalised Raman spectra of IDTBR and IDFBR, at 457 nm excitation. There are common peaks between the two spectra: a carbonyl peak at \(~1710\) cm\(^{-1}\) arises from the rhodanine groups, the peak at \(~1600\) cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the fused phenyl groups in the core of both molecules and BT peaks are found at \(~1530\) cm\(^{-1}\) and \(~1350\) cm\(^{-1}\). The phenyl peak of IDFBR has a much larger relative intensity due to there being three phenyl rings in the IDF core, compared to just the one in IDTBR. There are also clear differences between the spectra arising from the thiophene peaks present (1380-1450 cm\(^{-1}\)) for IDTBR which are not observed
for IDFBR. A full spectral assignment of these spectra is given in Figure S2. Figure 1e shows the assignment of 3 key peaks, with the corresponding bonds highlighted in Figure 1b and 1c. Peak A, centred at 1529 cm\(^{-1}\) for IDTBR, is localised to the BT unit of the acceptor and is assigned to the symmetric stretch of the C-C bonds within the benzene ring. Peak B, at 1592 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the alkene bond between the BT and rhodanine units, and peak C, at 1609 cm\(^{-1}\), is a vibration localised to the phenyl rings within the core IDT unit. IDFBR has equivalent A and C peaks at 1536 and 1606 cm\(^{-1}\) with peak B appearing as a low frequency shoulder of peak C at 1595 cm\(^{-1}\). Peak assignment has been guided by DFT simulations, and comparison with the literature.\(^40,41\) For a full description of the morphology changes upon annealing of these films please see Figure S3.

1.2 Neat film photostability

The absorption spectra of fresh and degraded as-cast neat films of the two acceptors are shown in Figure 2a and 2b. Degradation has been carried out using a solar simulator at 1 sun illumination within a temperature controlled environment in air. After 8 hours of illumination there is a bleaching and slight blue-shift of the lower energy peak of IDTBR. Similarly the low energy transition of IDFBR shows the same bleaching and blue-shift but this is apparent after just 1 hour of illumination. After an equivalent 8 hours of illumination there is a near complete bleaching of absorption within the visible range, indicating that the more amorphous, twisted IDFBR is much less photostable in air than the planar, crystalline IDTBR.

The normalised Raman spectra of fresh and degraded acceptors are shown in Figure 2c and 2d. After 8 hours of illumination IDTBR shows an increase in relative intensity of peak A and B with respect to peak C. To investigate the origin of these spectral changes, Raman spectra of IDTBR at different IDT-BT torsion angles were simulated. It was found that increasing the IDT-BT dihedral angle resulted in spectral changes consistent with those observed experimentally. Similarly, IDFBR also shows changes in the relative peak intensity of Peak A
upon degradation, but the opposite change is observed. This opposite change is observed in both the experimental and calculated spectra, but the reasons for this are not clear. We suggest this may be due to the nature of the phenyl peak to which we normalise. IDFBR has three core phenyls contributing to this peak, whilst IDTBR has one phenyl ring flanked by thiophene units. Therefore the change in electron density upon conformational change may not be the same in both cases, leading to the different variations in relative Raman intensities. Another possibility is that the BT-unit is affected differently during conformational change due to the non-covalent interactions between the BT-unit and the neighbouring thiophene in the IDTBR core, this could again alter the change in electron density upon conformational change, leading to the different peak changes. After 1 hour of illumination IDFBR already shows a 41% decrease in the relative intensity of peak A, with respect to peak C, which itself shifts 2 cm$^{-1}$ to higher frequencies. DFT calculations confirm that these peak changes are again consistent with a higher torsion between the IDF and BT units inducing a more twisted structure. These observations suggest that illumination of both of these NFAs in air induces the same molecular conformational change, namely a rotation about the core-BT dihedral. Such changes in BT relative peak intensity (peak A) and phenyl peak shift (peak C) has previously been correlated to a decrease in backbone planarity for the polymer F8BT by Schmidtke et al.\cite{40} Interestingly this molecular scale conformational change does not affect the macroscopic surface morphology of IDTBR (AFM images Figure S4).

The bleaching of absorption observed in the lower energy transition for the as-cast films can be understood by this molecular conformational change. The CT-like character of this low energy transition has been described by Jespersen et al. for conjugated polymers containing BT units.\cite{42} IDFBR with its more twisted molecular structure has more of this CT-like behaviour, with the HOMO and LUMO being more spatially confined to the donor and acceptor units respectively. In contrast, the HOMO and LUMO of IDTBR, due to its planar structure, are more delocalised along the entire molecule, but still retains some CT character. This more delocalised
transition has a higher oscillator strength, due to increased orbital overlap (Figure 3c, d). It is consistent with the study by Vezie et al., who show that a longer polymer persistence length, which is correlated to planarity, is needed for a higher optical density.\textsuperscript{[43]} If upon continuous light illumination and degradation there is a twisting about the donor-acceptor dihedral angle, it will cause more localisation of the HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions to the donor and acceptor units respectively, reducing the transition oscillator strength thus quenching the lowest energy absorption transition, as observed. The observed blue-shift of both IDTBR and IDFBR is due to the decreased effective conjugation length of the twisted molecules. Simulated UV/vis spectra for the planar and twisted non-fullerene acceptors support this hypothesis, showing that the lower energy transition is bleached and blue-shifted upon increasing the Core-BT torsion angle (Figure S5).

We note that the higher energy peak remains relatively unchanged during degradation, whilst the lower energy CT-like absorption which involves the BT unit, is selectively quenched in both molecules. This selective degradation of the lower energy absorption can be related to much stronger absorption of low energy photons (<450 nm) in both molecules (Figure S6), but also more importantly to its CT-like character involving the BT unit, which we have shown is responsible for degradation. Interestingly the more significant bleaching of the lower energy absorption transition is observed in IDFBR, which may originate from the higher energy photons (450-600 nm) involved in this transition than IDTBR (500-750 nm), as reported for blue-OLEDs.\textsuperscript{[44,45]}

To further investigate the chemical processes undertaken by these materials under illumination in air, mass spectroscopy was conducted to probe for degradation products. After 1 hour of degradation, IDFBR shows clear molecular fragmentation which becomes more pronounced after 8 hours of degradation (Figure S7). This is consistent with the near complete bleaching of absorption seen for the 8 hour degraded IDFBR film. The PL spectrum of fresh IDFBR shows an emission at 650 nm, whilst the 8 hour degraded film shows only a blue-shifted
emission at 550 nm (Figure S8), which we assign to emission from the observed fragmentation products which are assumed to have a reduced effective conjugation length and therefore higher optical band gap. Fragmentation is clearly occurring within the IDFBR film, alongside the conformational change suggested above.

The mass spectrum of IDTBR after 8 hours of illumination in air (Figure S7) shows significantly less fragmentation but interestingly, there are small peaks appearing at 1340 and 1356 m/z, which are 16 and 32 m/z units above the molecular ion peak at 1324, indicating the addition of oxygen to the structure, suggesting chemical oxidation has occurred. Due to the small signatures of oxidation and fragmentation in degraded IDTBR it is concluded that although these processes are occurring, they are minor processes which cannot account for the large Raman changes observed upon degradation.

So far the discussion has been concerned with as-cast films. As described in the supporting discussion (Figure S3), for IDFBR, thermal annealing is shown to make no difference to the molecular conformation or morphology, and its photostability is not significantly affected. On the other hand, IDTBR is shown to increase in crystallinity upon thermal annealing which stabilises the film towards photo-degradation in air (Figure S9). This is observed as a reduction in the bleaching of absorption after the same degradation time as the as-cast films. Raman spectra of the annealed IDTBR show the same changes seen in the as-cast films, but are less pronounced, indicating that the same degradation mechanism is occurring, albeit at a slower rate.

2.3 In situ degradation

In situ degradation using the laser excitation as an accelerated degradation source was carried out to further investigate the photo-degradation processes of these acceptors. Using the Raman experimental set-up it is possible to track Raman peaks and PL as a function of laser illumination time. The degradation laser used is monochromatic and has an approximate power
density $3$ orders of magnitude larger than $1$ sun illumination allowing for accelerated degradation studies.

**Figure 3a** shows the raw Raman spectra obtained during accelerated (see Experimental) *in situ* degradation of annealed IDTBR. With increasing illumination time there is a delayed increase in the background (caused by increasing PL), a change in the relative peak intensities, and towards longer times a reduction in Raman peak intensity of all peaks. For a more in depth analysis of these spectra, the peak intensities of the BT and phenyl peaks (starred) and the PL background are extracted and summarised in Figure 3b. We observe three distinct phases in the degradation process. Phase 1 (0 - 400 seconds), is predominantly characterised by the molecular conformational change, namely the rotation about the IDT-BT dihedral, as observed in the solar simulator degraded samples. The Raman intensity of the BT peak (A) at 1530 cm$^{-1}$ increases to a maximum, whilst the intensity of the phenyl peak (C) at 1609 cm$^{-1}$ and PL background remain constant, indicating no loss of the chromophore. Figure 4c shows that the main emission from the S$_{1}$$\rightarrow$S$_{0}$ transition ($> 700$ nm) is quickly quenched during this first phase of degradation, which is consistent with the PL quenching observed in the solar simulator degraded samples (Figure S8). Phase 2 (400-1200 seconds) is defined as the point at which the background PL in Figure 4a begins to increase, whilst the Raman intensity of the 1609 and 1530 cm$^{-1}$ peaks begins to be quenched. This increase in background PL is due to the appearance of a new distinct high energy PL peak at *ca.* 625 nm, which is orders of magnitude weaker than the initial S$_{1}$$\rightarrow$S$_{0}$ emission. This quenching of the IDTBR vibrational modes and appearance of the new high energy PL peak suggest a strong change to the chromophore of the molecule upon continuous illumination. Phase 3 (>1200 seconds) begins when the high energy PL has reached a maximum with no more degradation product forming after this point. The Raman peak intensities of the initial molecule are now negligible, indicating that the IDTBR molecules are heavily degraded, and the initial chromophore has been almost completely bleached. If degradation were continued (not shown here) this product PL begins to decrease, relating to breakdown of the
degradation product. Phase 3 shows an extreme of degradation and devices containing IDTBR would have degraded long before this stage of molecular degradation.

Similar Raman and PL spectra from in situ degradation studies of IDFBR are shown in Figure S9. Interestingly it also shows a similar 3-phase degradation process (Figure 2b), although the first phase is dramatically accelerated, and phases 1 and 2 overlap. Phase 1 again consists of a quenching of the main $S_1 \rightarrow S_0$ emission, and a rotation about the IDF-BT dihedral as seen by the relative intensity of the phenyl and BT peaks. The background PL begins to increase with the first few measurements. By following the whole PL spectrum as a function of degradation time, there is also a slight blue-shift of the main PL peak, which could be caused by the increasing band gap expected for more twisted molecules. However, in the 8 hour solar degraded sample, there is a distinct high energy emission at 550 nm (Figure S8), even after the IDFBR absorption is quenched, suggesting that this is a new emissive species formed upon degradation. This is confirmed by PL decay measurements of the two samples, which show different PL decay lifetimes for the fresh and degraded samples with the fresh sample dominated by a mono-exponential process whilst the degraded decay requires multiple exponential components to fit (Figure S11). Similarly to IDTBR this high energy PL can be assigned to a degradation (fragmentation) induced product, with a reduced conjugation length. Phase 3 is more distinct for IDFBR, being defined at the peak of high energy PL, after which this PL begins to decrease.

The origin of the conformational change observed is unlikely to be purely photo-induced, as simulated excited states of IDTBR and IDFBR in gas phase show planar geometries (Figure S12). However, non-covalent interactions between environmental and conjugated molecules have previously been shown to affect the potential-energy surface (PES) of conjugated polymers.$^{[46]}$ A disruption of the smooth PES allows for many more possible conformations to be adopted. We therefore propose that the conformational change observed here for IDTBR and IDFBR is caused by a similar interaction with environmental species, most likely oxygen. This
change in dielectric surroundings then allows for new minima energy structures to be adopted. We show that light is required for this conformational change to occur, and therefore suggest that this non-covalent interaction is between excited or charged species of the conjugated or environmental molecules, which are formed upon photo-excitation. Nikolka et al show that for the polymer IDTBT, a more twisted backbone conformation is possible in the presence of these environmental species.\textsuperscript{46} This allowed increase in the IDT-BT dihedral angle is analogous to the conformational change observed here for IDTBR. This may indicate that this is a common phenomenon for conjugated systems containing BT units. This is supported by our initial photo-degradation studies on IDTBT, which indicate that a similar conformational change, i.e. IDT-BT torsion, may occur upon degradation of the polymer (Figure S13). Based on microsecond transient absorption measurements, we also propose that once the molecular conformation change occurs, allowing interactions with oxygen, the dominant mechanism of degradation of these NFAs is triplet mediated formation of reactive singlet oxygen (see Figure S14 for details).

Interestingly if we degrade IDTBR in an inert N\textsubscript{2} environment it is found to be stable towards this degradation mechanism (Figure S15), signifying the importance of oxygen in the conformational change initiated degradation process. It should also be noted that this degradation mechanism also occurs in EH-IDTBR, an isomer of O-IDTBR with branched ethyl-hexyl side chains, as shown in Figure S13. Unlike IDTBR, IDFBR degrades quickly under illumination in an inert atmosphere, showing similar Raman changes to those observed in air (Figure S16). The spectral changes observed are thus due to fragmentation signatures, as indicated previously in the mass spectra of the degraded samples in air. As IDFBR is already twisted it is already prone to the second step of rapid photo-degradation.

The results obtained so far helps us to understand the improvement of stability of IDTBR upon increasing molecular planarity and crystallinity. The conformational change and diffusion of oxygen will both be restricted by a more closely packed molecular lattice, explaining why the annealed IDTBR films show an improvement in stability. This improvement
of stability with increasing crystallinity has also been observed for the small molecule donor BTR, which similarly involves a conformational change upon degradation in nitrogen.\textsuperscript{[39]} Therefore our observation reinforces the importance of crystallinity of NFAs for OPV stability.

2.4 Blends with P3HT

Having investigated the degradation mechanism of IDTBR and IDFBR in neat films we now turn our attention to their morphology and stability when blended with P3HT.

Absorption spectra of the as-cast and annealed blends are shown in Figure 4a, with annealed neat P3HT absorption shown for comparison. Neat P3HT itself shows no noticeable change in absorption upon annealing at 130°C for 10 minutes (Figure S17). However, in the P3HT:IDTBR blend there is a clear increase in IDTBR crystallinity upon annealing, as shown by a 47 nm red-shift of the IDTBR peak at 682 nm, analogous to the shift observed in the neat film. By deconvoluting the as-cast P3HT:IDTBR blend spectra we observe a decrease in the relative intensity of the shoulder at 600 nm (assigned to P3HT aggregation\textsuperscript{[35]}) compared to the neat P3HT films, which indicates P3HT aggregation is being somewhat inhibited by blending with IDTBR. Upon annealing the P3HT:IDTBR blend, there is an increase in the relative intensity of this shoulder showing an increase in P3HT aggregation. This is more easily discerned in the P3HT:IDFBR blend, in which a shoulder at 600 nm shows a significant increase in relative intensity upon annealing, again signifying an increase in P3HT aggregation. IDFBR absorption shows no change upon annealing in the blend analogous to the neat IDFBR films.

Figure 4b comprises the normalised Raman spectra of P3HT within the blends. To investigate the P3HT peaks, the P3HT:IDFBR spectra were deconvoluted whilst this was unnecessary for the IDTBR blend due to the relatively small Raman cross section of IDTBR compared to P3HT. Tsoi et al show that as P3HT order (i.e. backbone planarity) is reduced there is a shift of the main C=C Raman peak (ca. 1450 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) to higher frequencies, and the relative intensity of the C-C peak (ca. 1380 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) decreases as the effective conjugation length
and therefore $\pi$-electron delocalisation, is reduced.\textsuperscript{35} A very small increase in the FWHM (1 cm$^{-1}$) of the P3HT C=C mode is observed in the as-cast P3HT:IDTBR blend compared to neat as-cast P3HT, suggesting there is only a very minor disruption of P3HT molecular order by blending with planar IDTBR. In contrast the P3HT C=C peak in the as-cast P3HT:IDFBR blend shows much larger broadening (5 cm$^{-1}$) and a 4 cm$^{-1}$ peak shift to higher frequencies, indicating a significant disruption of P3HT order, i.e. twisted IDFBR is more miscible with P3HT. Upon annealing, P3HT order in both the P3HT and P3HT:IDTBR (Figure 4b) films increases slightly, shown by a reduction in the main P3HT peak FWHM of 3 cm$^{-1}$. Annealing the P3HT:IDFBR blend results in a shift of the C=C peak to lower frequencies and a significant narrowing of the FWHM signifying a restoration of P3HT order upon annealing (Figure 4b). These findings are supported by the PL spectra of the as-cast and annealed polymer, and blend films which are shown in Figure S18. The P3HT and IDTBR components of PL in the blend follow their neat film PL changes upon annealing indicating a well separated morphology. In the P3HT:IDFBR blend however, there is substantial increase in intensity of the overlapping emission feature which is indicative of phase separation.\textsuperscript{34} AFM images (Figure S18) of both blends show an increase in roughness upon annealing confirming increased P3HT and IDTBR crystallinity.

Morphological studies carried out previously using differential scanning calorimetry and X-ray techniques also show that IDFBR is more miscible with P3HT than IDTBR.\textsuperscript{20,29} Our observations confirm the idea that the twisted IDFBR molecules are miscible with P3HT, leading to a disruption of polymer molecular order. Upon annealing there seems to be a certain degree of phase separation between IDFBR and P3HT resulting in, to some degree, the recovery of P3HT molecular order and aggregation. The planar IDTBR molecules, on the other hand, are less miscible with P3HT so no significant disruption of P3HT molecular order in the blend is observed in the absorption, Raman or PL spectra. P3HT and IDTBR retain their neat film properties in the as-cast blend films and exhibit the same annealing effects indicating that P3HT
and IDTBR form a well phase-separated morphology in blend, even before thermal treatment. This highlights the importance of acceptor molecular structure on blend morphology.

### 2.5 Blend Stability

To investigate the photostability of the blends, annealed blend and neat P3HT films were degraded under 1 sun illumination in air, in the same way as the neat NFA films. Figure 5a shows the absorption spectra of P3HT:IDTBR blend films before and after degradation. There is a 27% intensity bleaching of the P3HT absorption centred at ca. 550 nm, analogous to the 25% bleaching of intensity upon equivalent degradation of neat P3HT (Figure S19). However, the IDTBR absorption is not bleached upon degradation in the blend after 8 hours. Above, we observed that annealing the neat IDTBR film led to an increase in stability and there is only minor absorption bleaching after 8 hours degradation (Figure S9). The lack of bleaching in the blend film after equivalent degradation suggests that this stability of the annealed neat film is maintained or slightly improved in the blend. Indicating that the well separated morphology of P3HT and IDTBR leads to the neat film properties being preserved in the blend.

Figure 5b shows the absorption spectra of P3HT:IDFBR before and after solar illumination in air. There is a strong bleaching and blue-shift of the main overlapping absorption band, whilst the IDFBR absorption peak between 300-400 nm is not bleached. It is important to notice that after 8 hours of degradation of neat IDFBR there was a complete bleaching of both absorption bands of IDFBR (Figure 2a), whereas in the blend there is still clear high energy IDFBR absorption, indicating that IDFBR is stabilised in the blend. In contrast, the intensity of the P3HT aggregate shoulder at 608 nm is significantly reduced by 50% in the blend whereas in the neat film this is bleached by only 30%, suggesting P3HT becomes less stable, with its degradation accelerated when blended with IDFBR. P3HT absorption quenching of this nature has been observed and is attributed to a reduction in π-conjugation length caused by radical oxygen driven oxidation of the thiophene moieties.[47–49] Akin to the absorption changes, the
Raman spectra of the fresh and degraded samples in Figure 5c and 5d, show a selective bleaching of the P3HT modes (ca. 1380, 1450 and 1515 cm\(^{-1}\)). The intensity of the main P3HT peak is quenched significantly more when blended with IDFBR (>50%) compared to when blended with IDTBR (~30%), reinforcing the claim that the twisted acceptor reduces the polymer stability.

Now, we look at the changes in the acceptors. The deconvoluted Raman spectra of IDFBR in the blend is shown in the inset of Figure 5d. After 8 hours of degradation there is a decrease in the relative intensity of the BT peak (A) at 1536 cm\(^{-1}\), and a narrowing and slight shift of peak C to higher frequencies, indicating the same degradation process as observed in the neat film. Although these changes are much smaller than in the neat IDFBR film (Figure 2d), the result confirms the same conformational change occurring during photodegradation in the blend and much less stable nature of the twisted IDFBR acceptor. Similarly to the neat IDTBR films, both blends show no significant change to the surface morphology upon degradation (Figure S4).

The observations so far allow us to conclude that IDFBR is stabilised in the blend, to investigate if this is also true for IDTBR, accelerated \textit{in situ} degradation studies on the P3HT:IDTBR blend were carried out. Figure 6a shows the Raman spectra obtained during \textit{in situ} degradation of the blend using 633 nm illumination. At this wavelength both P3HT and IDTBR have significant absorption. There is an instant bleaching of the P3HT C=C peak, with a slight broadening to lower frequencies (Figure S20). The intensity of peak C of IDTBR (1608 cm\(^{-1}\)) initially stays constant whilst the relative intensity of peak A (1530 cm\(^{-1}\)) increases in intensity, analogous to the initial Raman peak changes observed during \textit{in situ} neat film degradation and attributed to a molecular conformational twisting of the IDTBR backbone (Figure 3a,b). The inset shows that this initial molecular conformational change, is followed by a quenching of all IDTBR peaks, signifying that the three phase degradation process observed in the neat films is also occurring in the blend.
It is important to consider the impact of such conformational changes of the NFA molecules on the photostability of photovoltaic blends. Interfacial energetics, determined by donor and acceptor energy levels (in particular the LUMO level of the acceptor), are critical for photophysical processes of photovoltaic devices such as charge generation. The conformational changes of NFAs towards more twisted structures upon illumination in air would shift their LUMO energy levels to shallower energies (Figure S4), reducing the interfacial energy offset between donor and acceptor affecting photophysical processes and their stability. In ongoing work we demonstrate that the donor polymer stability in the blend is dependent on the LUMO level of the acceptors, which explains why P3HT is less stable when blended with the acceptor with the shallower LUMO, here IDFBR.

Accelerated degradation studies using the 457 nm excitation as a degradation source were also carried out (Figure 6b), for comparison with the neat film in situ degradation outlined in Figure 3. As with 633 nm degradation, there is a significant bleaching of the P3HT C=C mode. Surprisingly, after ca.30 minutes of 457 nm illumination there are negligible changes in the IDTBR Raman peaks, in contrast to the neat films which show clear conformational changes within 30 seconds of 457 nm illumination. P3HT absorbs strongly at 457 nm whilst IDTBR has only a small absorption so one would expect a disproportionate degradation of P3HT, however, it is shown that at this wavelength rapid degradation of IDTBR is also possible in the neat film, we therefore suggest that IDTBR is more stable in the blend compared to the neat film. Our results indicate that both NFAs are stabilised in the blend, and we assign this stabilisation to excited state quenching via charge generation with the polymer, reducing the excited state degradation observed in the neat films.

To investigate P3HT photo-degradation further HOMO energy levels were measured using APS. Figure 7a shows the extracted HOMO energy levels for fresh and degraded films (APS spectra can be found in Figure S21). There is a deepening of the P3HT HOMO level from 4.50 ± 0.05 to 4.70 ± 0.05 eV upon blending with the NFAs. This may be due to the NFAs disrupting
P3HT crystallinity as observed by the reduced aggregate shoulder in the deconvoluted absorption spectra, and similar to previous reports of P3HT energy levels as a function of crystallisation. The measured HOMO energy levels of the as-cast films of both IDTBR and IDFBR are ca. 5.60 eV. Upon degradation there is a further deepening of the P3HT HOMO level and additionally a reduction in photoemission yield. Deepening of the HOMO level by 0.65 eV, 0.50 eV, and 0.85 eV is measured for P3HT, P3HT:IDTBR, and P3HT:IDFBR films respectively. The most dramatic change is observed for the P3HT:IDFBR blend, again indicating that P3HT degrades faster in the presence of IDFBR. By blending P3HT with IDTBR, the stability of P3HT is slightly improved relative to the neat film. To see if these changes are caused by photo-oxidation, as suggested above, the HOMO energy level of P3HT and some potential oxidation products were simulated. Both oxidised species show a deeper HOMO level than P3HT (Figure 7b), highlighting the electron withdrawing effect of the electronegative oxygen atom on electron density. They also show smaller optical band gaps than P3HT (Figure S22).

The nature of photo-degradation of P3HT was further investigated by resonant Raman spectroscopy using 785 nm excitation which will be resonant with the oxidised species with a smaller optical band gap (Figure 7c). After 8 hours of degradation of the neat and blend films, the main P3HT C=C peak broadens to lower frequencies and there is an increase in relative intensity of the C-C peak at ca.1200 cm⁻¹. In the P3HT:IDFBR blend the broadening of the C=C peak and growth of the peak at 1200 cm⁻¹ occurs to a much greater extent, indicating faster degradation of P3HT in the IDFBR blend, confirming our claim that P3HT becomes much less stable when blended with twisted IDFBR. The Raman simulations of the P3HT pentamer containing a sulfoxide unit show similarities to those of the experimentally degraded P3HT (Figure S22), thus providing a possible origin to these observations, these spectral changes have been previously observed upon P3HT degradation in air. Note that the Raman features and deeper HOMO appearing in photo-oxidised samples also have a close resemblance with
polaronic species formed upon chemical doping of P3HT.\textsuperscript{[53–55]} Figure 7d summarises the stabilisation and destabilisation effects of IDTBR, IDFBR, and P3HT observed between their neat and blend films.

In Figure S23 we show the normalised device characteristics for OPV devices fabricated with P3HT:IDTBR and P3HT:IDFBR active layers with the same protocol previously reported.\textsuperscript{[29]} The IDFBR devices show a much faster degradation than those containing IDTBR, highlighting the importance of using a stable active layer blend in devices.

3. Conclusions

In this work we have investigated the effect of molecular structure on the photostability of two non-fullerene acceptors, IDTBR and IDFBR. We have found that under illumination in air these molecules undergo a three-phase degradation process. Initially a photo-induced conformational change occurs, driven by non-covalent interactions with environmental molecules. This allows for a second step of degradation, either photo-oxidation or fragmentation, disrupting the molecular chromophore. This is then followed by the third phase in which the initial chromophores of the molecules are completely bleached. These findings suggest planarity of the conjugated backbone and crystallinity of these small molecule acceptors is beneficial to neat film photostability in both ambient and inert environments. Furthermore, the molecular conformation is found to be important for understanding the miscibility of IDTBR and IDFBR with the semi-crystalline donor polymer P3HT and the photostability of their blends. The amorphous, non-planar IDFBR is more miscible than planar IDTBR with P3HT. When blended, much faster and significant photodegradation of P3HT is observed in P3HT:IDFBR blend compared to P3HT:IDTBR blend. The same three phase degradation process of NFAs is also found in the blends although both show their degradation is slowed down. These results highlight the important role of NFA’s molecular structure on photostability of photovoltaic blends.
Based on our observations, we propose molecular design considerations for A-D-A non-fullerene acceptors: firstly, a planar structure of the conjugated backbone is important for stability and not just for optimising morphology for efficiency; secondly, we speculate that if this planarity was frozen, by the use of fused-systems, or by intramolecular interactions i.e. the so called conformational locks discussed above, it would be possible to inhibit the degradation mechanism observed. With interest in utilizing these conformational locks increasing it is important to investigate their role on stability. We have also introduced some results from molecules containing BT groups which may show similar degradation pathways. We therefore raise the question as to whether there is an intrinsic stability problem when using BT units within conjugated molecules, although further studies are required.

4. Experimental Methods

Sample preparation

The syntheses of IDTBR and IDFBR have previously been reported.[29] Two batches of regioregular P3HT were used within the blends although both are of a similar $M_W$ and regioregularity ($M_W = 51$ kDa, ≥96% regioregularity and, $M_W = 36$ kDa, >99% regioregularity). It has recently been shown that P3HT:IDTBR devices have a P3HT $M_W$ dependent performance due to the sensitivity of morphology to molecular weight.[33] From our measurements we observe very slight differences in morphology depending on sample batch studied but without any major influence on the conclusions presented in this work. Neat NFA solutions were prepared at a concentration of 12 mg ml$^{-1}$ in chloroform, whilst neat P3HT and 1:1 P3HT:NFAs blends were dissolved in chlorobenzene at 10 and 20 mg ml$^{-1}$ respectively. All solutions were stirred overnight at 60°C before thin films were spin coated onto clean glass, ITO or fused quartz substrates to give films with a thickness of 50-100 nm measured with a Dektak profilometer. Films were annealed within a $N_2$ atmosphere at 130°C for 10 minutes.
Degradation of the samples was carried out using a Solaronix solar simulator (Class AAA), at 1 sun illumination (AM1.5) in air with a temperature maintained at ~25°C.

Spectroscopic measurements

A Shimadzu UV-2550 UV-visible spectrophotometer was used to measure steady state transmittance of substrates and samples. Absorbance was then calculated using the following equation to remove substrate contributions: \( \text{Abs} = \log(T_{\text{Substrate}}/T_{\text{Sample}}) \), with reflection and scattering effects being ignored.

A Renishaw in Via Raman microscope with a 50x objective in a backscattering configuration was used to collect both photoluminescence (PL) and Raman spectra. All measurements, unless otherwise stated, were conducted in a nitrogen-purged Linkam sample chamber. All measurements were taken with a defocussed laser spot with a radius of ~10 µm. PL spectra were recorded using 514 nm laser excitation, with no correction being applied for instrument response. Raman spectra were collected at various wavelengths using an argon ion laser (457, 488 514 nm), a HeNe laser (633 nm) and a diode laser (785 nm). Acquisition times and laser powers for both PL and Raman measurements were optimised to give the best spectra, but were kept consistent between samples that are compared in the results and discussion. Spectrometer calibration was conducted using a silicon reference sample and background PL was subtracted using a polynomial fit.

In situ photo-degradation studies were carried out in both air and nitrogen using the Raman laser excitation source to both degrade the sample and collect Raman or PL spectra simultaneously. Two wavelengths are used for these studies, 633 nm and 457 nm. The 457 nm laser has an estimated power density at the sample of ~2 x 10^6 W m^{-2}, three orders of magnitude larger than 1 sun illumination at 1 x 10^3 W m^{-2}, allowing for accelerated degradation studies. The approximate power density of the 633 nm laser used for in situ degradation is ~8 x 10^6 W m^{-2}, ~4x that of the 457 nm laser used. Where two different wavelengths have been used for
degradation and data collection, Raman or PL spectra were taken in nitrogen, whilst degradation
was conducted in air. The 633 nm excitation is highly resonant with the lower energy absorption
of IDTBR enhancing the PL and Raman intensity of the IDTBR vibrational modes. Due to this
the in situ experiments of the P3HT:IDTBR blend were conducted on the 8 hour solar simulator
degraded samples which show a quenching of this PL, allowing for Raman spectra collection.

Energetics and Morphology

Ambient photoemission measurements were taken using an APS04 Air Photoemission
system (APS04, by KP Technology) using a 2 mm gold tip under atmospheric conditions. All
samples were measured on ITO substrates to ensure proper grounding of the organic thin films.
Measurements were taken at multiple positions on the films to ensure reproducibility. The APS
data was processed using the protocol described by Baike et al.\textsuperscript{[56]} This involves taking the cube
root of the measured photoemission, fitting the resultant linear region and extrapolating to zero
photoemission to find the HOMO level of the semiconductor. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements were taken using a Park NX10 AFM system and SmartScan™ software with
Park silicon PPP-NCHR tips.

Computational Methods

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were conducted using GAUSSIAN09
software on the Imperial College High-Performance Computing service.\textsuperscript{[57]} All simulations
have been carried out as single molecules in the gas phase at the B3LYP level of theory with
the basis set 6-31G(d,p).\textsuperscript{[58–61]} Alkyl side chains were simplified to methyl groups to reduce
computational time and polymers were modelled as pentamers with methyl capping units.
Structures were optimised to a local minimum energy conformation with frozen dihedral angles
being used to simulate molecular conformational changes. Frequency calculations were carried
out to simulate the Raman spectra, an empirical scaling factor of 0.97 was used for the
frequency of vibration[62]. Visualisation of the simulated vibrational modes using GaussView 6.0.16 software was used to aid Raman peak assignment alongside consultation with the literature.[40,41,63,64]
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Figure 1. (a) UV-vis absorption spectra of as-cast thin films of IDTBR and IDFBR chemical structures with vibrational mode assignment and DFT optimised structures of IDTBR (b) and IDFBR (c). (d) Normalised Raman spectra of as-cast films of IDTBR and IDFBR at 457 nm excitation, the highlighted region is the region shown in (e). (e) Normalised and assigned Raman spectra of IDTBR (black) and IDFBR (red dash) normalised to the phenyl mode, here labelled C.
Figure 2. (a) UV-vis absorption spectra of as-cast thin films of IDTBR and IDFBR chemical structures with vibrational mode assignment and DFT optimised structures of IDTBR (b) and IDFBR (c). (d) Normalised Raman spectra of as-cast films of IDTBR and IDFBR at 457 nm excitation, the highlighted region is the region shown in (e). (e) Normalised and assigned Raman spectra of IDTBR (black) and IDFBR (red dash) normalised to the phenyl mode, here labelled C.
Figure 3. (a) Raw in situ Raman spectra at 457 nm excitation of a neat, annealed IDTBR film shown as a function of laser illumination time starting with green spectra and progressing to red, the red and blue stars indicate the positions of the vibrational modes labelled A and C in Figure 1. (b) Normalised data extracted from (a) including intensities of peaks A and C (red and blue lines) and the increase in background PL (filled black circles). (c) In situ PL spectra of the same IDTBR film taken at 514 nm excitation as a function of laser illumination time. (d) Extracted information from in situ Raman spectra of a neat IDFBR film using 457 nm laser probe taken at increasing laser illumination time. It should be noted that plots (b) and (d) show the absolute peak intensities after PL background removal, these values are then normalised to allow for concurrent plotting.
Figure 4. (a) Normalised UV/vis absorption spectra of as-cast and annealed (130°C, 10 minutes) P3HT:IDTBR (left) and P3HT:IDFBR (right) 1:1 blend films plotted with neat annealed P3HT absorption for reference. (b) Normalised Raman spectra of P3HT:IDTBR (left) and P3HT:IDFBR (right) as-cast and annealed blend films at 457 nm excitation. The P3HT:IDFBR spectra have been deconvoluted to show only the vibrational modes of P3HT, again neat, annealed P3HT is plotted for comparison.
Figure 5. (a+b) UV/vis absorption spectra of fresh and degraded (solar illumination in air) P3HT:IDTBR (a) and P3HT:IDFBR (b) blend films with fresh P3HT (a) and fresh IDFBR (b) absorption spectra for reference. (c) Baseline corrected Raman spectra of P3HT:IDTBR at 457 nm excitation. (d) Baseline corrected Raman spectra of P3HT:IDFBR at 457 nm excitation the main P3HT modes are labelled, whilst the inset shows the normalised and deconvoluted IDFBR Raman peaks within the blend, labelled (A), (B) and (C).

Figure 6. Baseline corrected in situ Raman spectra at increasing laser illumination times in air, at time 0 the films have already been illuminated for 8 hours in a solar simulator in air, the probe excitation for both measurements is 633 nm; the degradation lasers were 633 nm (a) and 457 nm (b).
Figure 7. (a) HOMO energy levels obtained using air photoemission spectroscopy (APS) of fresh and degraded films on ITO. (b) Simulated HOMO levels (DFT, B3LYP, 6-31G(d,p)) of P3HT pentamers with different potential oxidation products on the central monomer as shown in the inset chemical structures. (c) Normalised Raman spectra of neat P3HT and P3HT:IDFBR at 785 nm excitation. (d) Summary of stabilisation and destabilisation processes in the blends.
Non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs) provide an exciting prospect for organic solar cells, however their stability still lacks fundamental understating. The promising high efficiency NFAs, IDTBR and IDFBR, show a three-phase degradation mechanism, which involves a strong initial molecular conformational change prior to photo-degradation under light and oxygen stress, indicating the importance role of NFA molecular structure on solar cell stability.
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